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One tiny pod, infinite possibilities

Pivo Pod is like your own personal cameraman. This 
interactive pod was developed for content creators all 
over the world. Over 100 different use cases including 
influencers, educators, athletes, entrepreneurs and 
many more can make pro-like content with just a 
genius pod and their smartphones. Connect to the Pivo’s app suite to enable the Pod's 

AI-powered motion tracking. Focus on capturing 
incredible videos, presentations, video streams, 360 
virtual tours and more while ensuring you're always in 
frame. Choose from 12 built-in special effects to take 
your photos to the next level or Smart Capture modes 
to snap the perfect shot while on the move. 
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Perfectly portable

All-in-one interactive smart pod

Straightforward, easy set up

No editing skills required

No expensive equipment needed, just a smartphone
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Product walk-around
Series at a glance

Model

Product SKU

Color

Materials

Measurements

Warranty

Accessories included

Weight

Pod Red Pod Silver Pod Black

NPV NPVS PVB

Black, Red Black, Silver Black

ABS, Rubber

 2.5”L x 2.5”W x 2.9”H

Max load capacity 2.2lbs

Manufacturer’s 1 yr

Remote, USB charger

6.2 oz.

Pivo-R1

Model name

Max rotation speed 10 sec/rotation 4 sec/rotation 4 sec/rotation

Connectivity

Phone compatibility (recommended)

Battery

Battery life

Apps included

Bluetooth BLE 4.0

Pod App, Meet Pod App, Meet Pod App, Meet, Tour, Present

Up to 10 hours

500mAh Rechargeable Lithium-ion Battery

iPhone 7 or above with iOS 12.0 or higher; Premium Android phones from 2017 and later with Android 
version 8.0 or higher

Other Panoramic Mount (bubble level), extendable stabilizer legs, Tripod-ready (1/4” UN thread)

Tracking speeds 3 4 4
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Accessories
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Capture from all angles. Enjoy the freedom to get creative at any 
angle. Capture anything from 25° forwards and 90° backwards.

Material: Aluminum360 ball joint - switch from vertical 
to horizontal positionUniversal clamp (works with most 
smartphones)Universal mount - 1/4" UN thread

Diversify your content. Extend your action cam’s abilities to your Pivo 
creations. Get in-built stability and wide-angle shots for high quality 
footage.

Width: 1.4 in. / 3.6 cm Height: 3.8 in. / 9.5 cm 
Weight: 1.4 oz / 40 g Material: ABS

Take your shots to a new level. Designed just for your Pods, this 
lightweight and easy-to assemble tripod is a must for leveling-up 
your creations.

Black Aluminum5.25 ft / 160 cm,Supports up to 6.6 lb / 3 kg

Universal mount - ¼” UN thread3 different stability options

Keep your Pivo Pod safe. Light and durable, the travel case is 
perfectly designed to keep your Pod and Remote Control secure 
while you’re on the move.

Width: 5.4 in. / 13.8 cm Height: 2.2 in. / 5.5 cm 
Length: 4.7 in. / 12 cm

Smart Mount

Action Mount

Tripod

Travel Case
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Accessories (cont.)
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Showcase your products with 360° interactive shots. Studio 360 
provides the proper lighting and housing necessary to shoot 
professional quality product footage from home.

Pivo Pod (Red/Silver) 
Smart Mount, Travel Case

Pivo Pod (Red/Silver) 
Smart Mount, Travel Case

Pivo Pod (Black) Smart 
Mount, Travel Case, Tripod 
Pivo Present, Pivo Tour

Pivo Pod (Red/Silver)

Smart Mount, Travel Case, 
Tripod

Material: ABSMax. load 1 kg Width: 7.01 in. / 17.8 cm 
Height: 0.39 in. / 1 cmWeight: 2.43 oz / 69 g

Turnable

Lightbox

Material: 100% polypropene Light: 2 LED light strips 11 brightness 
settings Backdrops: white, black & green Charging method: 
micro-USBWidth: 9.06 in. / 23 cmHeight: 9.45 in. / 24 cmDepth: 9.45 
in. / 24 cmWeight: 9.7 oz / 275 g

Studio 360 

Starter Pack

Full Pack Pro Pack

Standard Pack

Bundles
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Pivo Apps Pivo Pod App

Features

Auto Tracking

Face

Multistream Live

12 Quick Create modes

Many Me Photo/Video

Turn your smartphone into a personal cameraman. Maximize your 
smartphone camera’s capability with Auto Tacking, Smart Capture 
and 12 Quick Create modes. No more begging and bribing friends to 
take pictures or film videos.

Compatible smartphone device which meets the minimum 
configuration requirements:

To download, visit the iOS App 
Store or Google Play Store and 
search for Pivo Pod.

iPhone 7 or above with iOS 12.0 or 
higher Premium Android phones from 
2017 or later with Android version 8.0 
or higher

Wherever you go, Pivo follows with 

AI-powered motion tracking. 

Smart Capture is a shooting mode that's 
perfect for taking photos. Its 4 features 
will give you more flexibility to capture 
your photos, hands-free. 

Stream live on multiple platforms such 
as Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, and 
other 29 platforms. Powered by 
Restream.
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Body

Horse

Action

Auto Zoom

Target Exposure

Predictive Follow

Gesture Still ActionAction

Smart Capture modes

Clone Trail

Magic Edge

Panorama
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Flash

Double Take

Studio 360

Tiny Planet

Versus

Motion Timelapse

Voice
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Pivo Apps

Features

Call mode

Pivo Meet is a 1-on-1 video chat application made by Pivo and 
designed to be used with your Pivo Pod. The newly introduced Pivo 
Meet comes with 3 different modes: Call, Cast and Connect. Not only 
can you video call anyone, anywhere, you can now cast your screen 
from Pivo Meet to the computer or connect Pivo Meet with 
third-party app such as Whatsapp and Instagram. Enjoy all of these 
with Pivo tracking you at the same time.

Compatible smartphone device 
which meets the minimum 
configuration requirements:

iPhone 7 or above with iOS 12.0 
or higher / Premium Android 
phones from 2017 or later with 
Android version 8.0 or higher

To download, visit the iOS App Store 
or Google Play Store and search for 
Pivo Meet.
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The Call mode in Pivo Meet allows you to video call 
anyone, anywhere and have Pivo track you at the 
same time. With Call mode, you can enjoy the 
following added benefits to your video call 
experience:

Cast mode

Connect mode

Extending Pivo's tracking features to your video 
conference call. 

Simply cast the screen to your computer through the 
Cast mode and use it with the share screen function of 
third-party video conference app such as Zoom and 
Google Meet.

With Connect mode, you can easily bring Pivo's Face 
tracking feature to third-party social networking app, 
such as Whatsapp and Instagram. All you need to do is 
to connect to Pivo Meet, start a call or live session on 
any of these apps, and you're ready to show all your 
moves to your family, friends, and followers.

Video call hands free

Four different tracking modes 

(Face, Body, Action, Horse)

Easily invite anyone to your call

Guest Control (give permission and allow the 
guest to remotely rotate the Pivo Pod)

Pivo Meet
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Pivo Apps

Features

With Pivo Present, you can have your Pivo Pod track you when giving 
a presentation. Never miss an important gesture ever again, and 
have the freedom to truly express yourself to your client, student or 
team member. Pivo Present comes with Pivo Pod Black and can be 
purchased separately to be used with Pod Red and Pod Silver.

Using the Pivo Present App, the user must pair their 
smartphone with the QR code in Pivo Present Chrome 
extension. For remote commands, the user must use the 
Pivo Remote Control.
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Share and record your presentation in Chrome browser

4 different present modes 

(Widget, Split, Camera only, Browser only)

3 different tracking modes 

(Face, Body, and Action Tracking)

7 Remote Control commands

Record presentations and instantly download 
to share

Pivo Present

Compatible smartphone device 
which meets the minimum 
configuration requirements:

iPhone 7 or above with iOS 12.0 
or higher / Premium Android 
phones from 2017 or later with 
Android version 8.0 or higher

To download, visit the iOS App Store 
or Google Play Store and search for 
Pivo Present. The Pivo Present Chrome 
extension is also required to use Pivo 
Present with your Pod.

00:00:00

Start recording

Pause recording

12:23:26

Stop recording

12:23:26

Widget Split 

Browser Only Camera Only 
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Pivo Apps

Features

Pivo Tour brings you the marketing solution you need to sell more 
homes. Create an immersive experience for your clients with 
high-quality virtual tours that take minimal time and effort to make.

Enjoy the following benefits of Pivo Tour:



Seamless workflow: Capture, create, manage, and share in one 
place

Quick and simple: Lower the barrier of creating virtual tours in terms 
of time, learning curve, and manpower

Affordable: Make as many virtual tours for free without the need of 
expensive cameras and equipment.
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Full-range panorama capture & automated stitching process

Simultaneous localization and mapping technology to map 

the capture route

Edit tours from mobile app (floorplan, add multiple floors, listing details)

Manage tours from web and mobile dashboard

Pivo Tour

Compatible smartphone device 
which meets the minimum 
configuration requirements:

iPhone 7 or above with iOS 12.0 
or higher / Premium Android 
phones from 2017 or later with 
Android version 8.0 or higher

To download, visit the iOS App Store 
or Google Play Store and search for 
Pivo Present. The Pivo Present Chrome 
extension is also required to use Pivo 
Present with your Pod.


